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Objectives of the training
To provide volunteers with the basic knowledge and
methods needed to undertake shoreline assessment
to provide key information to authorities during the
first or “reactive” phase of the response.
Information presented can be found in details in the
POSOW manual « Oiled Shoreline Assessment »
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1 Oiled shoreline assessment :
definition and objectives
A shoreline assessment is a ground survey of
an affected area
The objective is to provide :
•rapid but exhaustive overview of shoreline oiling
conditions
•Accurate, systematic, georeferenced information
Using standardized methods and terminology to
provide comparable data

1 Definition and objectives of oiled
shoreline assessment
The data and information generated by the
assessment are crucial for authorities to take the right
decisions :
– By defining the regional scale and scope of the oiling
– By helping to answer questions, such as:
•
•
•
•

what are shoreline protection priorities ?
is there potential remobilisation that needs a quick response ?
where are the priorities of response ?
what are appropriated equipment and techniques to select ?

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
Fundamental principles include:
– a division of the coastline into homogeneous
geographic units or ‘segments’
– the use of a standard set of terms and definitions
– systematic assessment of all shorelines in the affected
area
– a survey team that is objective and trained
– the timely provision of data and information for decision
making and planning.

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
How to prepare the survey :
•read the manual and make copies of:
– supporting documentation

– the "assessment form" (several ones!)

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
How to prepare the survey :
request from the Command Centre:
– map and /or Google views copies of the shoreline at an
appropriate scale for ground survey
– which shoreline segments you have been allocated
– identification references of the segments if it exists or
prepare it if not*

check itinerary and access to the sites

*Segmentation of coastline
definition and methodology to prepare it
‘segments’

are planning and operational units in which shoreline
character is relatively homogeneous (uniform)
in terms of physical features and sediment type
The first step of a ground survey
is to divide the coastline in segments
Boundaries between segments are established on the basis of
prominent geological features (headland, river, changes in
shoreline or substrate type )
Segment lengths are typically 200 ‐ 2,000m
Each segment should be given a unique identification code

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
How to prepare the survey :
•Check you have not forgotten any equipment
– GPS, camera, notebook and pencil
– telephone/smartphone, shovel
– appropriate clothing, boots, protective clothes if the
shore is heavily oiled
– food and refreshments

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
How to perform the survey :
1.for a small segment, get an overall perspective of it before starting to
fill in the form
2.for a wide segment, start to fill in the form as you progress along the
segment
3.start detailed observations and completion of the assessment form
4.take photos* to document shore and oil appearance
5.draw one sketch of the whole segment or of specific areas
6.check you have not forgotten any information

*Taking photos to document shore and oil
appearance
1. To help you, take a photo of your notebook with the name of the
site and segment ID
2.Take a global view including key features of the shoreline
3.Take closer views with a scale if the size of the picture is not
obvious (don’t forget to place the Photo scale)
4.Indicate the location of the view point on your sketch

3 How to complete the assessment form

•the Assessment Form is a double-sided paper
•It is supported by a sketch, photographs and video as appropriate
•the Form comprises eight elements called "Boxes“
•Fill in with required information or circle options

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 1 General information
• Box 2 Survey team

– general information is important for data archiving and further uses
– authors identification is important if further clarifications are needed

3 How to complete the assessment
form

2 Methodology of oiled shoreline
assessment
• Box 4 Shoreline substrate type
The list of different substrates is a guidance to help you fill in “Box 6” on
oiling conditions. You are not expected to fill in “Box 4”

Nature of substrate and size of grain will influence
oil behaviour and choice of cleanup techniques

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 5 Operational features

• Important to define viable logistical options
• for any useful complementary information (private property, locked
gates etc..) use Box 8 “General comments”

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 6 and 7 Surface and Subsurface oiling
• The most important element (location, consistency and volume of oil*)
– If segment has relatively uniform oiling conditions along shore or
across shore  complete one box: zone A
– If not  subdivide the segment into as many zones as necessary, give
each Zone an ID (A, B, C...) and complete as many boxes: A, B, C, D
– In the form, 4 zones boxes are
pre-defined, if you need more,
use an additional paper sheet

* Volume of oil = Length x Width x Distribution x Thickness

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 6 and 7 Surface and Subsurface oiling

This most important element of the assessment requires some quantitative measurement
of oiled zones, using the descriptive terminology widely recognized

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 6 and 7 Surface and Subsurface oiling
Visual aid has been elaborated and can be copied from the manual on
oiled Shoreline assessment :
– technique for estimating the distribution of pollution
– photographic guide to oiling thickness
– photographic guide to oiling character

Visual aid and technique for estimating the
distribution of pollution
To reach an acceptable estimation of the
percentage of oil coverage:
• step 1: choose one or more representative
zone with homogenous oil cover or deposit.
• step 2: draw one square meter (or more
if needed) and imagine that you collect all the
oil to make a continuous oiled area in your quadrat
• step 3: estimate the percentage coverage
using the visual aid below and beside

Visual aid

Subsurface oiling characterization

Buried layer

Penetration of oil in sediment

Visual aid for oiling thickness

Visual aid for oiling character

3 How to complete the assessment
form
• Box 8 General comments and Sketch

Provide any additional
useful information
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